Introduction {#section1-1533034617705283}
============

Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) has been used either alone or combined with other therapeutic methods to manage various intracranial lesions and has been proved to be a safe, effective therapy.^[@bibr1-1533034617705283][@bibr2-1533034617705283]--[@bibr3-1533034617705283]^ Despite its noninvasive nature, complications due to radiation should not be overlooked, especially the brain lesions located in critical areas. It is reported that risk of radiation complications will reach 3% if the lesion located in the motor cortex is treated.^[@bibr4-1533034617705283]^ This risk is much higher when lesions are located in the thalamus, basal ganglia, or brain stem.^[@bibr5-1533034617705283][@bibr6-1533034617705283]--[@bibr7-1533034617705283]^ Efficacy of radiosurgery treatment and complications largely depends on the quality of neuroimaging. In general, the target and organs at risk (OARs) were delineated using computed tomography (CT)/anatomical magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images. When the lesions located within critical areas, functional structures and white matter pathways near the lesions, such as pyramidal tract, arcuate fasciculus, optic tract, Broca's area, Wernicke's area, and so on, are likely to receive a radiation dose beyond their tolerable limit, because they can't be easily identified on CT/anatomical MRI images. Functional neuroimaging, including blood oxygenation level--dependent (BOLD) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tractography, can identify the location of functional structures and white matter pathways; moreover, abnormalities of white matter tracts could be identified. These imaging techniques have been used to guide neurosurgeons to remove critically located intracranial lesions, while protecting nearby function regions.^[@bibr8-1533034617705283][@bibr9-1533034617705283]--[@bibr10-1533034617705283]^ For the same reason, these imaging techniques could and should be implemented in radiotherapy planning system and used to decrease the radiation dose that nearby critical cortical and subcortical areas received by avoiding beams direction passing through them during treatment planning.

The CyberKnife (Accuray, Sunnyvale, California) is a new system for SRS. It uses real-time, noninvasive, image-guidance system, which can ensure the accuracy of localization. The frameless feature can alleviate the patient's distress to some extent. And its original skull-tracking system ensures it has natural advantage in the treatment of intracranial tumors.^[@bibr11-1533034617705283][@bibr12-1533034617705283]--[@bibr13-1533034617705283]^ The purpose of this article was to investigate the efficacy of the integration of functional MRI (fMRI) and DTI tractography data into CyberKnife radiosurgery. Radiation dose distributions with and without the functionally relevant cortical and subcortical areas into the optimization process were developed and compared.

Materials and Methods {#section2-1533034617705283}
=====================

Patients {#section3-1533034617705283}
--------

We retrospectively reviewed the database of 16 patients who had undergone CyberKnife to treat brain lesions in critical areas from December 2013 to June 2015. The lesions included 2 meningioma, 8 brain metastases, and 6 arteriovenous malformation (AVM). The median age of the patients was 51.5 years (range: 23-76 years). Seven patients were female and 9 were male. All of the patients underwent functional neuroimaging as well as anatomical MRI and CT for CyberKnife radiosurgery treatment plans. The median prescription dose to the tumor was 21 Gy (range: 14-22.5 Gy), delivered in a median of 3 fractions (range: 1-3 fractions). The patients' characteristics are shown in [Table 1](#table1-1533034617705283){ref-type="table"}, and information about pathological type, prescription dose/fraction, and number/size of collimators of all cases is shown in [Table 2](#table2-1533034617705283){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

The Characteristics of the Patients.^a^

![](10.1177_1533034617705283-table1)

  Characteristics                     Number of Patients
  ----------------------------------- ---------------------------
  Median age                          51.5 (range: 23-76 years)
  Gender (male/female)                9/7
  Median prescription dose            21 (range: 14-22.5 Gy)
  Median fractions                    3 (range: 1-3)
  Lesion location                     
   Frontal lobe (left/right)          8 (5/3)
   Parietal lobe (left/right)         6 (2/4)
   Basal ganglia (left/right)         2 (1/1)
  Pathological type                   
   Brain metastases                   8
  Primary tumor                       
   Pulmonary adenocarcinoma           6
   Thyroid papillary adenocarcinoma   1
   Renal clear cell carcinoma         1
   Arteriovenous malformation (AVM)   6
   Meningioma                         2

^a^Characteristics of the studied patients; 1 Gy = 100 cGy.

###### 

Information About Pathological Type, Prescription Dose/Fraction, and Number/Size of Collimators.

![](10.1177_1533034617705283-table2)

  Pt No   Pathological Type                                Prescription Dose, Gy   Fractions   Number/Size of Collimators
  ------- ------------------------------------------------ ----------------------- ----------- ----------------------------
  1       Brain metastases of thyroid cancer               13                      1           2/5 mm; 10 mm
  2       AVM                                              16                      1           2/12.5 mm; 20 mm
  3       AVM                                              14                      1           3/5 mm; 10 mm; 20 mm
  4       AVM                                              15                      1           2/5 mm; 10 mm
  5       AVM                                              15                      1           2/7.5 mm; 12.5 mm
  6       Meningioma                                       21                      3           2/15 mm; 30 mm
  7       Brain metastases of lung cancer                  21                      3           2/12.5 mm; 25 mm
  8       Meningioma                                       21                      3           2/7.5 mm; 20 mm
  9       Brain metastases of renal clear cell carcinoma   21                      3           2/10 mm; 15 mm
  10      Brain metastases of lung cancer                  19.5                    3           2/12.5 mm; 20 mm
  11      Brain metastases of lung cancer                  21                      3           2/5 mm; 10 mm
  12      Brain metastases of lung cancer                  21                      3           2/7.5 mm; 15 mm
  13      Brain metastases of lung cancer                  21                      3           2/10 mm; 20 mm
  14      AVM                                              22.5                    3           2/12.5 mm; 20 mm
  15      Brain metastases of lung cancer                  22.5                    3           2/15 mm; 25 mm
  16      AVM                                              21                      3           3/10 mm; 25 mm; 40 mm

Abbreviations: AVM, arteriovenous malformation; Pt No, patient number.

Imaging and Delineation of Targets and Critical Structures {#section4-1533034617705283}
----------------------------------------------------------

Noncontrast axial CT images (120 kV; 320 mA; 27 cm field of view; 1-mm slice thickness; 512 × 512 matrix) were acquired using a 64-multislice CT scanner (Siemens Sensation 16; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). And the corresponding anatomical MRI data sets (repetition time, 1650 milliseconds, echo time, 4.19 milliseconds; 260 × 260 matrix; 1-mm slice thickness) were also acquired using a 1.5 T Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner (Siemens Espree, Erlangen, Germany). The enhanced T1-weighted imaging (T1WI) was acquired after patients received an injection of gadolinium-diethylenethiamine pentaacetic acid at a dosage of 0.2 mmol/kg. The enhanced T1WI was performed with the following parameters: repetition time, 1650 milliseconds, echo time, 4.19 milliseconds; matrix, 260 × 260; 1-mm slice thickness.

To get the DTI, we applied a single-shot spin-echo diffusion-weighted echo planar imaging sequence (echo time, 147 milliseconds; repetition time, 9400 milliseconds; matrix size, 128 × 128; field of view, 251 × 251 mm; slice thickness, 3 mm; bandwidth, 1502 Hz per pixel; diffusion-encoding gradients in 12 directions using *b* values of 0 and 1000 s/mm^2^; and voxel size, 1.9 × 1.9 × 3 mm^3^). We used 40 slices, no intersection gap, 40 continuous free interval collection slices, and 5 time repetitions. To image the eloquent cortex, we used a block design composed of stimulation and rest. The hand and foot movement tasks were used to map functional areas specialized in hand and foot movements.

For fiber tracking, we used the "fiber tracking" module of i-plan software (version 3.0; Brain Lab Inc, Munich, Germany) to reconstruct the corticospinal pathway and the sensory pathway. We used a multi-volume of interest (VOI) algorithm for fiber tracking, and the tracking was performed by defining a rectangular VOI in the coregistered standard T1 anatomical data sets. After selecting the appropriate fiber bundle, a 3-dimensional (3-D) object was created automatically by wrapping the neighboring fibers with a hull. Methods of DTI and BOLD fMRI acquisitions have been described elsewhere.^[@bibr14-1533034617705283]^

The data sets of fMRI and DTI were fused with the corresponding anatomical MRI and then registered with CT images using the MIM image fusion software (version 6.5.4; MIM Software Inc, Cleveland, Ohio). The fused DICOM images were then imported onto the CyberKnife robotic radiosurgery system for delineating target volumes, OARs, and nearby functionally relevant cortical and nearby subcortical areas. [Figure 1](#fig1-1533034617705283){ref-type="fig"} showed the CT of patients with intracranial metastatic tumor, DTI data sets overlaid on the anatomical MRI, and the CT fused with the anatomical MRI as well as DTI data sets. Using CT/anatomical MRI images, the targets, and standard OARs including brain stem, bilateral optic nerves, eyes, and optic chiasm were delineated. The functional structures of the brain and the fiber tracts nearby the targets were also contoured as additional OARs using the fused fMRI and DTI images.

![(A) Acquired axial CT, (B) original DTI, (C) DTI data sets fused with the corresponding anatomical MRI. D, The fused MRI registered with CT scan from the patient with intracranial metastatic tumor. DTI fused with the anatomical MRI data showing the pyramidal tracts. CT indicates computed tomography; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.](10.1177_1533034617705283-fig1){#fig1-1533034617705283}

![Treatment plans developed without (left side) and with (right side) the introduction of the pyramidal tracts in the optimization process for the meningioma case, plotted in axial and sagittal planes. This patient received 21 Gy units of radiation in 7 Gy fractions. The radiation dose to pyramidal tract is lowered from 2396.97 to 1460.96 cGy after the optimized process with pyramidal tract.](10.1177_1533034617705283-fig2){#fig2-1533034617705283}

![Treatment plans developed without (left side) and with (right side) the introduction of the language area in the optimization process for the AVM case, plotted in axial and sagittal planes. This patient received 16 Gy in single fraction. The maximum radiation dose to the language area is lowered from 1587.55 to 1273.88 cGy after the optimized process with language area. AVM indicates arteriovenous malformation.](10.1177_1533034617705283-fig3){#fig3-1533034617705283}

![Treatment plans developed without (left side) and with (right side) the introduction of the pyramidal tracts in the optimization process for the brain metastases of thyroid cancer case, plotted in axial and coronal planes. The prescription dose was 13 Gy in single fraction. The radiation dose to pyramidal tract is lowered from 1350.54 to 945.08 cGy after the optimized process with pyramidal tract.](10.1177_1533034617705283-fig4){#fig4-1533034617705283}

Treatment Planning {#section5-1533034617705283}
------------------

We developed 2 treatment plans for each case using the sequential optimization tool of the CyberKnife robotic radiosurgery system. In the first one, only the target and standard OARs were considered in the optimization process. In the other, the functional structures and fiber tracts were added to the optimization process as additional OARs, which were treated in the same way as the standard OARs. In the both plans, target coverage was always optimized first to ensure maximum therapeutic benefit, and the second is the maximum and average allowed doses to be delivered to the standard OARs. Meanwhile, to ensure the comparability of the dose to functional areas in the 2 plans, we sought to achieve the same prescription dose to the target for each case. The collimator dimension was selected according to the volume and shape of the target. The maximum number of monitor units (MUs) of each beam is depended on the volume of the target, the distance from the additional OARs that need to be protected, and desired spatial gradient of the developed distribution. As such, the highest priority was given to target coverage to gain maximum therapeutic benefit, while keeping radiation doses that additional OARs and standard OARs received to a minimum. The conformity index (CI), the new CI (nCI), and the homogeneity index (HI) were compared. Conformity index was defined as the ratio of the volume of the prescription isodose surface to the target volume that is encompassed by the prescription isodose surface; nCI was defined as the prescription isodose volume multiplied by the target volume and then divided by the target volume encompassed by the prescription isodose surface squared; HI was defined as the ratio of the maximum dose to the prescription dose.^[@bibr15-1533034617705283]^

Statistical analysis was accomplished using the Wilcoxon-matched pairs test. The data analysis was performed using SPSS (version 17.0; SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois). The values are expressed as the mean (standard deviation, SD).

Results {#section6-1533034617705283}
=======

There are significant differences between the 2 treatment plans. It showed that the maximum dose to the functional areas achieved an average 16.86% reduction when they were optimized. And the reduction of the mean dose to functional areas reached 22.71%.

According to the 2 treatment plan parameters, tumor coverage and the number of beams difference had no statistical significance. The CI and the nCI had no obvious difference.

Monitor units and HI with and without the inclusion of the nearby functional structures and fiber tracts in the optimization process have obvious difference. A detailed comparison is depicted in [Tables 3](#table3-1533034617705283){ref-type="table"} and [4](#table4-1533034617705283){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Summary of the Differences of Parameters Between the Single-Fraction Treatment Plans With and Without the Functionally Relevant Cortical and Subcortical Areas Into the Optimization Process.^a,b^

![](10.1177_1533034617705283-table3)

  Parameters                                                            Plan With Additional OARs   Plan Without Additional OARs   *t*      *P*
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------ -------- ------
  Maximum dose nearby functional structures and fiber tracts received   1216.41 (309.16) cGy        1521.69 (368.52) cGy           −6.367   .003
  Mean dose nearby functional structures and fiber tracts received      544.31 (273.67) cGy         777.14 (508.49) cGy            −2.050   .110
  Minimum dose nearby functional structures and fiber tracts received   185.09 (190.37) cGy         397.48 (472.17) cGy            −1.663   .172
  Tumor coverage                                                        93.36 (2.76)                96.31 (1.87)                   −1.561   .193
  No of beams                                                           108.40 (10.92)              108.60 (4.16)                  0.883    .398
  CI                                                                    1.18 (0.06)                 1.17 (0.10)                    0.191    .858
  nCI                                                                   1.26 (0.08)                 1.21 (0.12)                    0.669    .540
  HI                                                                    1.36 (0.10)                 1.28 (0.08)                    1.625    .179
  MU                                                                    9338.66 (1215.22)           8856.06 (943.18)               1.886    .132

Abbreviations: CI, conformity index; HI, homogeneity index; MU, monitor unit; nCI, new CI; OARs, organs at risk.

^a^Maximum, mean, and minimum dose to nearby functional structures and fiber tracts, tumor coverage, number of beams and MUs, CI, nCI, and HI without and with the inclusion of the nearby functional structures and fiber tracts in the optimization process for the single-fraction treatment studied cases are shown.

^b^The values of tumor coverage are expressed in percentage.

###### 

Summary of the Differences of Parameters Between the 3-Fraction Treatment Plans With and Without the Functionally Relevant Cortical and Subcortical Areas Into the Optimization Process.^a,b^

![](10.1177_1533034617705283-table4)

  Parameters                                                            Plan With Additional OARs   Plan Without Additional OARs   *t*      *P*
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------ -------- ------
  Maximum dose nearby functional structures and fiber tracts received   1703.10 (442.80) cGy        2015.26 (485.49) cGy           −4.415   .001
  Mean dose nearby functional structures and fiber tracts received      525.82 (302.66) cGy         695.66 (386.72) cGy            −4.587   .001
  Minimum dose nearby functional structures and fiber tracts received   113.79 (115.84) cGy         139.71 (111.24) cGy            −1.265   .234
  Tumor coverage                                                        95.67 (2.22)                96.77 (1.29)                   −1.655   .129
  No. of beams                                                          110.73 (15.28)              106.91 (6.25)                  0.883    .398
  CI                                                                    1.23 (0.22)                 1.21 (0.23)                    0.993    .344
  nCI                                                                   1.29 (0.23)                 1.25 (0.24)                    1.722    .116
  HI                                                                    1.33 (0.09)                 1.23 (0.04)                    3.243    .009
  MU                                                                    18 667.86 (5013.77)         15 923.15 (2863.44)            3.322    .008

Abbreviations: CI, conformity index; HI, homogeneity index; MU, monitor unit; nCI, new CI; OARs, organs at risk.

^a^Maximum, mean, and minimum dose to nearby functional structures and fiber tracts, tumor coverage, number of beams and MUs, CI, nCI, and HI without and with the inclusion of the nearby functional structures and fiber tracts in the optimization process for the 3-fraction treatment cases are shown.

^b^The values of tumor coverage are expressed in percentage.

Doses to small volumes of functional structures (range: 0.886-2.473 cm^3^, 8 cases) were compared alone. It shows that there are still significant differences between the 2 treatment plans (see [Table 5](#table5-1533034617705283){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Summary of the Differences of Parameters Between Small Volumes of Functional Structures Cases Treatment Plans With and Without the Functionally Relevant Cortical and Subcortical Areas Into the Optimization Process.^a,b^

![](10.1177_1533034617705283-table5)

  Parameters                                                            Plan With Additional OARs   Plan Without Additional OARs   *t*      *P*
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------ -------- ------
  Maximum dose nearby functional structures and fiber tracts received   1392.90 (413.17) cGy        1692.01 (466.87) cGy           −6.429   .000
  Mean dose nearby functional structures and fiber tracts received      471.23 (278.46) cGy         705.50 (446.57) cGy            −3.260   .014
  Minimum dose nearby functional structures and fiber tracts received   174.10 (189.31) cGy         307.27 (388.79) cGy            −1.532   .169

Abbreviation: OARs, organs at risk.

^a^Maximum, mean, and minimum dose to nearby functional structures and fiber tracts, with and without the inclusion of the nearby functional structures and fiber tracts in the optimization process for small volumes of functional structures cases.

^b^The values of tumor coverage are expressed in percentage.

Discussion {#section7-1533034617705283}
==========

Although radiosurgery being widely adopted in the last 15 to 20 years, controlling the tumors in the intracranial area has been addressed with accurate dosimetry with various dose-shaping techniques. Despite the accuracy in depicting the target region and routine OARs, there may be a high risk of radiation injury if the lesions are located inside critical areas. One of the clinical examples is to spare the hippocampal regions, which affects patient memory function. The change/decline in neurocognitive functions (NCFs) resulting from impaired hippocampal neurogenesis might occur after whole-brain radiation therapy. With careful dosimetric planning, the study has summarized conformal hippocampal sparing, which would provide the preservation of NCFs with radiation sparing.^[@bibr16-1533034617705283]^ Therefore, functional structures and white matter pathways can't be recognized on conventional CT/anatomical MRI images. This invisibleness makes the potential risks of critical areas nearby the lesions being exposed to high levels of radiation, which is beyond their tolerable limits for substantial side effects. Multimodality fusion is one of the most popular topics discussed in the current research of medical image processing.^[@bibr17-1533034617705283],[@bibr18-1533034617705283]^ Blood oxygenation level--dependent fMRI can provide brain activation maps, and DTI can provide white matter tractography data. With the aid of multimodality fusion technologies, BOLD fMRI and DTI can be integrated into conventional CT/anatomical MRI images. These fused images offer us anatomical information of lesions as well as functional structures and white matter pathway information surrounding these lesions. These technologies are widely employed in surgical navigation, stereotactic brain biopsy, radiotherapy, and other fields.^[@bibr8-1533034617705283][@bibr9-1533034617705283]--[@bibr10-1533034617705283]^ Conti *et al* integrated 3-D rotational angiography into CyberKnife treatment planning and achieved better 3-D understanding of the target volume and distribution of the radiation doses within the volume.^[@bibr19-1533034617705283]^ We recently integrated BOLD fMRI and DTI tractography into our CyberKnife treatment planning with the aid of MIM software. First of all, the accuracy of image fusion plays a crucial role in this study. Registration of fMRI and DTI data sets with anatomical MRI images is mainly influenced by nonlinear geometric distortions of echo planar imaging (EPI) images that used for acquiring fMRI and DTI. We adopted parallel imaging to acquire EPI data in order to minimize this effect. And nonlinear automated shimming was performed for optimizing the homogeneity of the magnetic field.^[@bibr20-1533034617705283]^ Functionally relevant cortical and subcortical areas situated near the target were delineated using fused activation maps and tractography images. As a result, registration of fMRI and DTI data sets with anatomical MRI images to delineate the functional structures and fiber tracts as additional OARs could decrease the dose to the critical structures significantly. Conti *et al* achieved an average 17% reduction in the radiation dose to functional areas with the help of functional neuroimaging.^[@bibr21-1533034617705283]^ The maximum doses delivered to critical regions could be reduced by up to 16.86% of their initial values after the integration of functional data. Risks of radiation-induced complications depend on the dose to the critical structures. In the basal ganglion AVM case, the pyramidal tract that lay within 2.5 mm of the target received a maximum dose of 2531.83 cGy when not included in the optimization process. When the pyramidal tract was brought into the optimized process as additional OARs, the maximum dose to pyramidal tract was reduced to 2225.99 cGy with careful OAR delineation. Coincidentally, in the brain metastasis from pulmonary adenocarcinoma case (the lesion located in right side of the parietal lobe), updated CyberKnife planning of the maximum radiation dose to pyramidal tract is lowered from 2489.69 to 2256.66 cGy after the optimized process with pyramidal tract. Visualization of functional structures and white matter pathways provides sensitive functional regions, which can be easily optimized to predefined dose limit. Further, we could increase the doses to the planning target appropriately to make the treatment more effective, while ensuring that the radiation doses to nearby functional areas were within the tolerances.

In the hierarchy of priorities chosen during the plan optimization process, target coverage was given the highest priority, so that treatment plans with or without the inclusion of the fMRI data sets resulted in similar target coverage. To better observe the individual effect of the integration of fMRI and DTI tractography data into treatment plans on the dose distribution, we did not use smaller collimator sizes in the treatment plan optimization process. The same number/size of collimators was used for the treatment plan. Despite the impact of smaller collimator size on the dose distribution was small.^[@bibr15-1533034617705283]^ We noticed that there were no significant differences in the tumor coverage, beams, CI, and nCI between the 2 groups, either single-fraction or 3-fraction treatment. It was suggested that there was no negative effect on dose distributions when the functional structures and fiber tracts were brought into the optimized process as additional OARs. Our results showed that MU and HI in the group with additional OARs were higher than that in the group without additional OARs. Due to the dose limit for the additional OARs nearby the lesions, it will be bound to cause an increase in the MU. And in our study, the values of HI are within the acceptable range of values. After all, the ultimate goal is to obtain the maximal benefits from CyberKnife treatment with precise targeting and OAR sparing.

Conclusion {#section8-1533034617705283}
==========

Functional neuroimaging could be easily and reliably integrated into current CyberKnife treatment planning. With improved MRI techniques, functional structures of the brain and white matter fiber pathways could be marked as critical structures with the assistance of BOLD, fMRI activation maps, and DTI tractography images. Consideration of functional structures and fiber tracts during treatment planning could reduce the radiation doses to those critical structures, thereby reducing the risk of radiation-induced complications.
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